Preethi Woods

2 & 3 BHK
Luxury Apartments
LIVE THE IMPECCABLE LIFESTYLE

Immerse in a brilliant vision to ignite your creative expressions. Manifesting the character of its distinguished residents, Preethi Woods is a home that truly inspires.

Preethi woods caters to a modish lifestyle readily available to you in and around its vicinity. The burdens of urban living are erased the minute you step into any one of the units at Preethi Woods. In each of these beautifully designed various 2 and 3 bedroom apartments the carefully considered spaces are both practical and inspiring. The design ethos embraces natural light and floods each unit with a sense of airiness.

YOUR APARTMENT WILL BE YOUR OWN INDIVIDUAL HAVEN YOU CAN’T WAIT TO COME HOME TO.
CELEBRATE EVERY MOMENT

Preethi Woods is designed delightfully to give privacy for entry doors with no common walls and also go above and beyond the premium lifestyle expectations.
LIVE IN PERFECT CALM

Forget the world outside. Languish in warm, elegant, contemporary style with the subtle essence enveloping you.
ELEVATING EXCLUSIVITY AND CLASS TO ANOTHER LEVEL.
EXPERIENCE
LIFE LIKE NEVER BEFORE

Encouraging a healthy social culture is a core principle of Prarthi Woods. Great each morning with a refreshing swim in the pool, work up a sweat in the fully equipped gymnasium, or get to know your neighbors at the clubhouse.

BE A PART OF THE ACTION OR RETREAT INTO YOUR OWN PRIVATE WORLD. THE CHOICE IS ALWAYS YOURS.
Amenities:

Swimming Pool with Toddlers Pool.
AC Club House / Party Hall in Ground Floor.
GYM in Ground Floor.
Children’s Play Area.
Badminton Court.
Skating Rink.
Cricket Bowling Net.
Jogging Track.
Landscaped Garden.

Luxury Apartments
**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Structure**: RCC Framed Structure.

**Wall**: 6" Thick Porotherm [Wienerberger] Clay Bricks for External walls and 4" Thick Solid Cement Block for Internal walls.

**Doors**: Main Doors with Teak Wood Frame and Moulded Skin Shutters and all other Doors with Hard Wood Frame and Moulded Skin Shutters.

**Windows**: UPVC Windows with Safety Grills & Mosquito Mesh.


**Kitchen**: Granite Slab of 30mm Thick with Stainless Steel sink. Glazed tiles dado upto 2 feet height above the platform.

**Electrical**: T.V. & Telephone points in the Living room & All Bedrooms. Finolex / Anchor make wires. Legrand / Equivalent switches & Sockets. Split AC provision in all Bedrooms.

**Toilets**: Glazed tile dado upto 7 feet height. Hindware / Equivalent white colour sanitary fittings & Jaquar / Equivalent CP fittings.

**Water Supply**: Water supply from Bore Well with overhead tank & provision for Cauvery water to the kitchen.

**Lift**: 4 Nos. of fully Automatic 8 Passenger Johnson / equivalent make Lifts.

**Car Parking**: Covered Car parking in Basement & Partially in Ground floor.

**Security**: 24 Hours video surveillance security & Inter communication system to screen all visitors.

**Generator**: Power backup for common areas, Lift & 1KVA for individual flat.

**STP**: Sewage Treatment Plant. Rain Water Harvesting

---

**LOCATION MAP**

A strategically located home, Preweti Woods is rich in amenity with local shops, schools for the kids and entertainment conveniently close by, grabbing the basics for dinner or catching up with friends for coffee is easy.
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